
WIN BIGGER DEALS

Join us on Wednesday 13 July, in London, at our next in person
event and learn ‘How to Smash Your Own Records’.

See you next week,
Steve

VIEW OUR UPCOMING EVENTS

It's a weird world where both a buyer and seller are

frustrated with the same sales process. 45% of buyers feel

sellers are unable to demonstrate an understanding of their

business, 34% fail to apply their solution to their unique

needs and most worryingly, 50% are unable to prove their

products ROI to aid the internal sales process. In this

interview, Tom Pisello, founder of the Elevated Selling
Institute, discusses how organisations are working to

close the gap between buyer expectations and actual

seller performance by proving ROI from their products.
WATCH TOM'S INTERVIEW NOW

How to Build the Right Sales Team to Drive Growth
One of the biggest tasks for a sales leader to get right is

hiring the right team. But how do you hire people who will

help drive revenue growth, what are the behavioural

profiles to look for when making a hire, and who should you

avoid? Hiring is a good skill to have. If you’re already

asking the questions above, you’re probably thinking along

the right lines. Those questions also apply when evaluating

your current team...
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Sister’s are doing it for themselves! 

Well the women’s Euro 2022 England team certainly stepped up last night with an opening win in their campaign to bring
it home. 

And what was even more impressive… a record-breaking crowd! With over 68,000 people in attendance at Old Trafford
to watch the Lionesses roar, the numbers smashed the previous record of 41,301 out of the park!
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